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Introduction

Considering their relatively small numbers, Arabs have played important roles in
Southeast Asian societies, especially in maritime regions. Some established close
relationships with influential members of host societies and intermarried. In places
such as Pontianak, Kubu, Siak, and Perlis, Arabs even became rulers. In addition
to being politically active, some Arabs also established themselves as religious fig-
ures. They are said to have attracted people because of their character and knowl-
edge; they gathered disciples, established schools, and were engaged in various reli-
gious activities. Some even came to be considered as wal∏s, those close to God.2

This chapter discusses the life and human network of one such figure, ‘Abd All∑h
b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s (d. 1933). He was an ‘∑lim,3 who established himself as a reli-
gious figure in the city of Bogor, Java. He is also known as keramat empang.4 His
biographies are known to us, and stories about his life are passed on orally among
both Arabs and non-Arabs. However, there is a difference between the life of ‘Abd
All∑h presented in written biographies and the orally transmitted stories in terms of
his human network. In this discussion, his life and network are reconstructed based
on the written biographies. Following that, a story about his connection with notable
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1 This article is based mainly on field researches conducted in Malaysia, Singapore, and
Indonesia in 2000–2001 and 2008 funded by The Toyota Foundation and Grant-in Aid for
Scientific Research (Grant-in Aid for Young Scientists (B), no. 18710209) respectively. I
would like to thank the members of the al-‘A]]∑s family who provided me with precious
information on the history of the family as well as unpublished books and the photocopies
of manuscripts. I am also grateful to the contributors to the present volume for providing use-
ful comments about the framework of the discussion. I alone am responsible for any mis-
takes that may have crept into this article.
2 Wal∏ roughly corresponds to saint in English. However, I use the word “wal∏” instead of
“saint” in this chapter because saint has Christian connotations.
3 The word ‘∑lim (pl. ‘ulam∑’) literally means “one who knows” and usually refers to a reli-
gious scholar.
4 Empang is the name of a quarter in Bogor that is densely populated by Arabs.



members of the host societies is presented. Finally, the differences between the two
kinds of his life story are analyzed.

1. Historical Background of Arabs in Southeast Asia

Before discussing the main subject, it is necessary to outline the history of Arab
immigrants in Southeast Asia. Arabs are those people living in the vast regions of
North Africa and the Middle East. However, most Arab immigrants in Southeast
Asia came from the South Arabian region of Ia3ramawt, which is today part of
the Republic of Yemen. These immigrants were Sunn∏ Muslims and followed the
Sh∑fi‘∏ school of law. Communities of people from Ia3ramawt (henceforth
Ia3ram∏s) can also be found in regions around the Indian Ocean, especially along
the East African coast and in India (such as Gujarat and the Deccan Plateau).5 A
large-scale migration of Ia3ram∏s to the Indian Ocean regions started in the mid-
eighteenth century, and was accelerated by the opening of the Suez Canal and the
introduction of steamships in the second half of the nineteenth century. Reasons for
the migration varied, but chronic poverty and the deteriorating political situation of
that time were likely major reasons why many people left their homeland.
Meanwhile, some Indian Ocean regions increasingly accepted foreigners, and many
Ia3ram∏s headed for such places.

In the early modern period, few Arabs migrated directly to Southeast Asia. A
typical pattern involved the first generation migrating to India, and their mixed
blood descendants (usually of Arab fathers and Indian mothers) going further east
and settling in Southeast Asia. Nπr al-D∏n al-R∑n∏r∏ (d. 1658), an Islamic scholar
from Gujarat, India, who stayed in Aceh in the first half of the seventeenth centu-
ry, and Munshi Abdullah (d. 1854), a modern nineteenth century Malay writer, may
both fall into this category, although to what extent they identified themselves as
Arabs is a separate issue. With the improvement of communication and transporta-
tion, direct migration to Southeast Asia became a realistic option for Ia3ram∏s. By
the end of the nineteenth century, the region had become the most important desti-
nation for them.

Most Ia3ram∏s were engaged in commercial activities within the host soci-
eties; but this does not mean they were just merchants. Those religiously oriented
and educated were concerned not just with earning a living, but also with spread-
ing knowledge of Islam. They built schools and mosques and engaged in other reli-
gious activities, especially later in their lives. There was some anti-Arab feeling in
the host societies, because some Arabs were notorious for financial exploitation and
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5 For information about Ia3ramawt and Ia3ram∏s in the Indian Ocean region, see Freitag
and Clarence-Smith [1997], Freitag [2003], and Ho [2006].



arrogant attitudes. However, some Arabs gained the respect of the locals because
of their pious activities. Many Arabs who were engaged in religious activities came
to be known as wal∏s, those close to God. In Southeast Asia, one can find many
Arab (i.e., Ia3ram∏) wal∏s. In terms of genealogy, most came from s∑da (sg.
sayyid) or those who trace their genealogy to the Prophet Mu[ammad. In terms of
religious practice, the s∑da are Sunn∏ Sh∑fi‘∏s, as are other Ia3ram∏s, and follow
‘Alaw∏ Jar∏qa, a s.πf∏ order started in the thirteenth century by Mu[ammad b. ‘Al∏
al-Faq∏h al-Muqaddam (d. 1255). In Ia3ramawt, the s∑da had an upper hand over
others in religious and scholarly activities and enjoyed privileges such as exemp-
tion from taxation. With the rise of Islamic reform movements after the nineteenth
century, the status of the s∑da came into question, first in Southeast Asia and then
to a lesser degree in Ia3ramawt. Veneration of wal∏s was also criticized, though
this issue is outside the scope of the present study.

World War II was a turning point in Ia3ram∏ migration to Southeast Asia.
Migration to the region stopped suddenly because of the Japanese occupation. Even
after the war, newly-found nation states adopted policies that made it more difficult
for Ia3ram∏s (as well as other foreigners) to immigrate than before the war.
Migration to Southeast Asia declined considerably and finally came to an end. Most
Arabs in Southeast Asia today are thus the descendants of those who came to the
region more than half a century ago. In terms of their legal status, these Arabs are
citizens of their country of residence. The Arabic language, an important element
of Arab identity, is no longer their mother tongue, though there are those who have
a good command of it. Many have no experience living in their “homeland,”
Ia3ramawt, or have not even visited there. Some claim to be more Indonesian or
Malay than Arab, but this does not mean they are losing their identity as Arabs.
Although direct contact between Ia3ramawt and Southeast Asia declined after
World War II, a Southeast Asian network of those of Arab descent remains active.
Many old people in the community have a knowledge of the places, history, cus-
toms, and influential figures of Ia3ramawt, even if they do not have firsthand
experience of the region (presumably they acquired such knowledge through com-
munication with elders and reading). When asked about the “homeland,” they can
describe it enthusiastically. Knowledge of Ia3ramawt is not confined to the elder-
ly. In recent years, there has been an increasing number of Arab youths studying at
religious schools in Ia3ramawt. They study religion and the customs of
Ia3ramawt, visit their relatives and the tombs of great ancestors, and finally
become “true” Ia3ram∏s. Literary works by Ia3ram∏ writers originally written in
Arabic have been translated into Indonesian. Although few Ia3ram∏s migrate to
Southeast Asia now, the revival of movement between the two regions indicate the
Ia3ram∏ network in the Indian Ocean region is very much alive.
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2. The Life of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[[sin al-‘A]]]]∑s

Among the Ia3ram∏ religious figures who migrated to Southeast Asia, ‘Abd All∑h
b. Mu[sin is fairly well-known, and more than one literary work mentions him.
However, it is difficult to take an empirical approach to studying a Ia3ram∏ known
almost exclusively for his religious activities. Usually, they do not appear in offi-
cial documents, periodicals, or other materials used by historians. The main sources
for the present study come from man∑qib literature. Roughly speaking, man∑qib is
a biography laudatory in nature, with emphasis on a spiritual path, virtuous con-
duct, and miracles (kar∑m∑t, sg. kar∑ma) performed by departed wal∏. Thus, they
are not exactly what we consider “historical sources,” though they do record some
historical events. The main focus of the analysis is not the historicity of their con-
tent, but the context in which ‘Abd All∑h’s life is presented in those works.

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s was born in 1849 (1265 A.H.) in the village
of Iawra, Ia3ramawt. He was born to a family named “al-‘A]]∑s,” which literal-
ly means “one who sneezes.” His genealogy is shown in a chart as follows:

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin b. Mu[ammad b. ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[ammad b. Mu[sin
b. Iusayn b. ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-‘A]]∑s b. ‘Aq∏l b. S∑lim b. ‘Abd
All∑h b. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n b. ‘Abd All∑h b. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-Saqq∑f b.
Mu[ammad b. ‘Al∏ b. ‘Alaw∏ b. Mu[ammad al-Faq∏h al-Muqaddam b. ‘Al∏ b.
Mu[ammad 9∑[ib Mirb∑] b. ‘Al∏ Kh∑li‘ Qasam b. ‘Alaw∏ b. Mu[ammad b.
‘Alaw∏ b. ‘Ubayd All∑h b. A[mad al-Muh∑jir b. ‘∞s∑ b. Mu[ammad b. ‘Al∏ al-
‘Uray3∏ b. Ja‘far al-9∑diq b. Mu[ammad b. ‘Al∏ b. Iusayn the son of ‘Al∏ b.
Ab∏ J∑lib and F∑]ima the daughter of the Prophet Mu[ammad. [‘Al∏ al-Saqq∑f
1352 A.H.]

The chart shows that ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin was a descendant of the Prophet
Mu[ammad through his daughter F∑]ima and ‘Al∏ b. Ab∏ J∑lib, a cousin of the
Prophet and the fourth orthodox caliph. Descendants of the Prophet can be found
in almost every part of the Muslim world. The common ancestor of all Ia3ram∏
s∑da is one A[mad b. ‘∞s∑ (see above) who left Baara in Iraq and settled in
Ia3ramawt in the tenth century. In the course of history, the Ia3ram∏ s∑da came
to be divided into various kinship groups bearing different family names, for exam-
ple al-Saqq∑f, al-‘Aydarπs, al-Iabsh∏, Bin Shih∑b, ‘Ayd∏d, and others.6 The al-
‘A]]∑s family is one of the main families.

The founding of the al-‘A]]∑s family dates back to the seventeenth century
when its eponymous founder ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-‘A]]∑s (d. 1661) moved
from the village of al-Lisk to Iuray3a in w∑d∏ ‘Amd7 and established himself as a
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religious and political leader.8 His descendants came to be known as “al-‘A]]∑s,”
the agnomen originally given to ‘Umar’s grandfather ‘Aq∏l b. S∑lim. Since ‘Umar’s
time, Iuray3a has been the center of the al-‘A]]∑s family. Its members have been
influential in politics, religious matters, and society in general in Iuray3a and near-
by areas. Members of the al-‘A]]∑s family can also be found in al-Mashhad,
Naf[πn, ‘Amd, and other places in the western part of inland Ia3ramawt. On the
other hand, they are rarely found in Say’πn and Tar∏m, or in political, commercial,
and learning centers in the eastern part of the region. When going abroad, al-‘A]]∑s
family members preferred Southeast Asia as their destination, rather than India or
East Africa.9 In any case, they have developed into one of the largest families of
Ia3ram∏ s∑da.

As far as genealogy is concerned, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin belonged to the main-
stream of the al-‘A]]∑s family. The family is subdivided into several branches, and
‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin belonged to the Mu[sin b. Iusayn branch, from which the
heads of the family (manBab) in Iuray3a were traditionally elected.10 In fact, ‘Abd
All∑h’s great grandfather ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[ammad was a manBab in Iuray3a.
After ‘Abd All∑h, however, it was not Mu[ammad (the grandfather of ‘Abd All∑h
b. Mu[sin), but his brother ‘Al∏ who became the next manBab. Since then, succes-
sive manBabs of Iuray3a have been descendants of this ‘Al∏. After all, the Mu[sin
b. Iusayn branch is the second largest branch of the al-‘A]]∑s family, and only a
small percentage became manBabs. We can find little information on ‘Abd All∑h’s
grandfather Mu[ammad: neither the year nor the place of his death is known.
Considering the fact that ‘Abd All∑h’s father Mu[sin (d. 1863/4) died in Iawra, it
is certain that ‘Abd All∑h’s family moved from Iuray3a to Iawra either in the
time of his father or grandfather.

The village of Iawra (‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s birthplace) is in an area called
al-Kasr in the western part of inland Ia3ramawt. Famous for good soil suitable for
agriculture, the village is surrounded by date palm trees. Many of the villagers are
B∑ Waz∏rs11 and those who trace their ancestry to Kinda, a well-known tribal group
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7 W∑d∏ is a valley or river bed that is dry except for the time of rain. Most people living in
inland Ia3ramawt live in w∑d∏s.
8 For the history of the al-‘A]]∑s family, see Arai [2004].
9 India was the second most important destination for them, but not many of them migrat-
ed to East Africa.
10 There have been two manBabs of the al-‘A]]∑s family in Iuray3a after the manBabship
was shared by Mu[ammad and ‘Al∏, the sons Mu[sin b. Iusayn al-‘A]]∑s, after whom the
“Mu[sin b. Iusayn branch” was named. Also, there are al-‘A]]∑s manBabs in other places
such as al-Mashhad and ‘Amd. In principle, the two manBabs of Iuray3a are supposed to
act as if they were one person, and al-‘A]]∑s manBabs outside Iuray3a are under the author-
ity of Iuray3a manBabs. For the genealogy of the al-‘A]]∑s manBabs, see Arai [2004:100].
11 One of major non-s∑da families in Ia3ramawt.



in South Arabia [‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-Saqq∑f 2005:437–43]. Although not a minor
village, Iawra was distant from the political, economic, and learning centers of the
region. For example, Say’πn, the residence of the al-Kath∏r∏ sultan and a center of
commerce in inland Ia3ramawt was further east. The town of Tar∏m, a traditional
center of learning in South Arabia and densely populated by the s∑da, was even fur-
ther east than Say’πn. Nor was Iawra a place where many al-‘A]]∑s family mem-
bers lived, unlike Iuray3a and al-Mashhad. In sum, the birth place of ‘Abd All∑h
was not particularly special in terms of politics, commerce, or learning.

The man∑qib of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin begins with his education since child-
hood.12 He is said to have been raised by his father, Mu[sin. Not much is known
about the father: he was not famous as was his son. One certain fact was his con-
cern for his son’s education. ‘Abd All∑h first studied the al-Qur’∑n under the teach-
er ‘Umar b. Faraj b. Sabb∑[. After finishing his study of al-Qur’∑n, ‘Abd All∑h b.
Mu[sin’s father took him to important figures in Ia3ramawt under whom he stud-
ied religious subjects. These included Abπ Bakr b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s of Iuray3a
and 9∑li[ b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s of ‘Amd,13 two famous scholars from the al-
‘A]]∑s family. Other scholars ‘Abd All∑h visited were Mu[ammad b. ‘Abd All∑h
B∑ Sawd∑n in al-Khurayba, ‘Abd All∑h b. ‘Alaw∏ al-‘Aydarπs in BΩr, A[mad b.
Mu[ammad al-Mi[3∑r in al-Quwayra, and A[mad b. ‘Abd All∑h al-B∑r in al-
Qurayn. What was the content of the education? Judging from the books he read,
such as Ris∑la by A[mad b. Zayn al-Iabsh∏, Ih.y∑’ ‘Ulπm al-D∏n by al-Ghazz∑l∏,
and works by Ia3ram∏ s∑da, it can be said that he received an education typical of
the region (which can be characterized by keywords such as Sunn∏, Sh∑fi‘∏, and
‘Alaw∏ Jar∏qa). ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s travel in the region must have helped him
get a general picture of Ia3ramawt. Having been born in a relatively minor place
did not prevent him from receiving an education.

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s education continued when he made a pilgrimage to
Mecca for the first time in 1866 (1282 A.H.). There, he met various scholars. After
returning to Ia3ramawt, he went to Tar∏m, the center of the Ia3ram∏ s∑da. He vis-
ited scholars, both dead and alive, at their graves and houses. The names of those
he visited are not given in his man∑qibs, but he surely visited the tombs of ‘Abd
All∑h b. ‘Alaw∏ al-Iadd∑d (d. 1719/20), a famous Bπf∏ and scholar, and the above-
mentioned Mu[ammad b. ‘Al∏ al-Faq∏h al-Muqaddam (d. 1255), the man who ini-
tiated organized aπfism in Ia3ramawt, at the Zanbal graveyard. These journeys not
only aided his education, but also allowed him to receive a blessing (baraka).
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12 The biography of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s is based mainly on ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n
B∑ Raj∑ [n.d.] and al-‘A]]∑s [1979, 2:41–61].
13 A village in w∑d∏ ‘Amd.



3. Migration to Southeast Asia

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin made a second pilgrimage to Mecca in 1867 (1283 A.H.).14

After that, he immigrated to Java. The details of why he left his homeland are
unknown. He was looking for a job suitable for his education and experience. It
may have been that he had difficulty finding a position in Ia3ramawt, as did many
others, and sought an opportunity abroad. It is worth mentioning that his father
Mu[sin died in 1863/4 (1280 A.H.) when ‘Abd All∑h was around fourteen years
old. ‘Abd All∑h, who was around eighteen years old at the time he went to Java,
must have been expected to sustain himself. Like other Ia3ram∏s in general and
al-‘A]]∑s family members in particular, ‘Abd All∑h headed for Southeast Asia.

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin spent the early days of his life in Java in Pekalongan,
a town on the north coast of Central Java. He was engaged in trade and moved from
town to town, as was customary in that profession. In terms of religious life, he
became associated with A[mad b. Mu[ammad Bin Iamza al-‘A]]∑s (d. 1886) in
Jakarta, and studied under him. The two men had much in common—both were
first-generation immigrants from Ia3ramawt and, as their names indicate, they
belonged to the same family. In addition to a family connection, they had both stud-
ied under the same teacher, 9∑li[ b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s, in Ia3ramawt.
Furthermore, A[mad b. Mu[ammad left his homeland because of a difficult finan-
cial situation, which may have been why ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin left [Arai
2004:153–54]. A[mad cared about ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin and when he visited
Pekalongan, he stayed with ‘Abd All∑h. It was A[mad al-‘A]]∑s who encouraged
‘Abd All∑h’s spiritual growth. They frequently visited each other until A[mad b.
Mu[ammad returned to Ia3ramawt.15

A significant incident in ‘Abd All∑h’s life in Java was his imprisonment, the
reason for which is unclear. The man∑qib of ‘Abd All∑h merely states he did not
do anything wrong and compares ‘Abd All∑h’s case to that of Yπsuf, a figure who
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14 The sources I consulted do not agree about the years of his pilgrimages. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n
B∑ Raj∑’s Ghan∏mat al-Aky∑s (manuscript) erroneously give the date of his first and second
pilgrimages as 1282 A.H. Baraja [2007] (a partial translation of Ghan∏mat al-Aky∑s into
Indonesian), ‘Umar B∑ Raj∑’s Tarjamat (manuscript), and Al-Attas [1999] state the first pil-
grimage was in 1282 A.H., and the second was in 1283 A.H. The matter is further compli-
cated by ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-Saqq∑f [2005:187 n. 2] that states the pilgrimages occurred in
1281 A.H. and 1283 A.H. Although it is necessary to check other sources, I use 1282 and
1283 A.H. as of the years of ‘Abd All∑h’s pilgrimages, as agreed upon in most available
sources.
15 Even after that, the two continued to exchange letters. In his last letter to A[mad, ‘Abd
All∑h predicted A[mad’s death. The letter was sent through A[mad b. Iasan al-‘A]]∑s, then
manBab of Iuray3a, but he decided the content should be kept secret and did not deliver it
to A[mad [‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n B∑ Raj∑ n.d.:9–10].



appears in the Old Testaments and the al-Qur’∑n who is said to have been unjusti-
fiably accused and sent to prison in Egypt [‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n B∑ Raj∑ n.d.:6; Baraja
2007:21]. However, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s relatives stated that he became a guar-
antor of loans, that an original debtor disappeared, and that ‘Abd All∑h could not
repay the loan [Iasan b. Mu[ammad b. S∑lim al-‘A]]∑s, pers. comm., 26 Aug.
2008, Singapore]. In any case, he remained in prison for several few years. The
imprisonment did not shut him off from people, though, and he received an endless
stream of visitors. He was also married more than once while in prison.16 Finally,
the prison became as if it were his house. Although Dutch officials offered to
release him before his sentence expired, he insisted on serving his full term. One
night, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin had a vision in which the door of the prison opened,
and ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n al-‘A]]∑s, the eponymous founder of the al-‘A]]∑s
family, appeared. He said to ‘Abd All∑h, “If you want to get out of the prison, just
do it. But if you want to stay, just be patient.” ‘Abd All∑h chose the latter option
[‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n B∑ Raj∑ n.d.:6–9]. This vision suggests that ‘Abd All∑h’s time in
prison contributed to his spiritual development.

After his release, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin moved to Jakarta where he stayed for
several years. Finally, he settled in Bogor. The rest of ‘Abd All∑h’s life is described
as typical for a wal∏ of Ia3ram∏ origin—he received many guests, solved difficult
problems, explaining deep meanings of Qur’∑nic verses, and taught. In other words,
no detail of his life in this period is given. Also, many studied under him. The
examples of his students included Shaykh b. S∑lim b. ‘Umar al-‘A]]∑s
(1893/4–1978) of Sukabumi, S∑lim Bin Jind∑n (1901–79) of Jakarta, and ‘Abd
All∑h b. Iasan Balfaq∏h [al-Mashhπr 1984:253, 297, 394]. ‘Abd All∑h built a
mosque named Masjid al-Nπr in Bogor, which his descendants still maintain.

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s died on April 25, 1933, and was buried on the
following day in a location west of the Masjid al-Nπr.

4. Development after the death of ‘Abd All∑h

Even after his death, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin made his presence felt. It was because
not only of the influence of ‘Abd All∑h in life on the people but also of the activi-
ties of those around him and his descendants. Soon after his death, a domed shrine
(qubba) was built over his tomb under the leadership of ‘Alaw∏ b. Mu[ammad al-
Iadd∑d. Thus, there was a constant reminder of the prominent Muslim leader.
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The eldest son of ‘Abd All∑h, Mu[sin (named after his grandfather), succeed-
ed his father’s position (maq∑m). Mu[sin was born in Tegal, Java, but also experi-
enced life in Ia3ramawt, having stayed in Iuray3a for some time. Succeeding the
position of a wal∏ like ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin can mean various things, but it usu-
ally includes maintaining his tomb and mosque, receiving and treating guests, tak-
ing care of his descendants, and other duties. After Mu[sin, the position was inher-
ited by his brothers Zayn, Iusayn, and Abπ Bakr (‘Abd All∑h’s youngest son).
After Abπ Bakr, the position was held by ‘Abd al-Q∑dir b. Mu[sin b. ‘Abd All∑h
b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s, or a grandson of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin. Currently, ‘Abd All∑h
b. Zayn b. ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin, another grandson of ‘Abd All∑h’s, holds the posi-
tion [al-‘A]]∑s 1979, 2:52–53; Sayyed Ja’far Ahmad Al-Kaaff, pers. comm., 26
Aug. 2008, Singapore].

In addition to the above-mentioned duties, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s successors
are expected to organize a h.awl. A h.awl is a yearly celebration during which peo-
ple commemorate a deceased wal∏. In Java, h.awls are held in various locations,
including Pekalongan, Tegal, and Bogor. The h.awl commemorating ‘Abd All∑h b.
Mu[sin was begun by Mu[sin, ‘Abd All∑h’s first successor. On the day of the
h.awl, ‘Abd All∑h’s descendants, their families, and Muslims in the surrounding area
gather around ‘Abd All∑h’s domed tomb. The event usually consists of a visit to
his tomb, chanting verses of al-Qur’∑n, and various speeches. One theme of the
speeches is ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s life story—one of his man∑qibs is read to the
audience [Sayyed Ja’far Ahmad Al-Kaaff, pers. comm.]. Thus the deed and char-
acter of the departed wal∏ is reminded every year. The h.awl is an occasion for ‘Abd
All∑h’s descendants to meet each other, some of whom would otherwise not have
the chance. The celebration thus also serves to help maintain family ties between
the descendants. Attendance is around 15,000, according to the descendants of ‘Abd
All∑h b. Mu[sin; but this figure needs to be confirmed by other sources. At the very
least, the domed tomb, mosque, and the street in front of the mosque are filled with
people on the day of the h.awl. The event is also attended by people outside the fam-
ily circle, connecting ‘Abd All∑h’s descendants with others.

The life, thought, words, and literary works of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin were
compiled by his disciples and those close to him. The most widely known man∑qib
of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin, Ghan∏mat al-Aky∑s f∏ Man∑qib al-‘Ilm al-Nibr∑s...‘Abd
All∑h b. Muh. sin b. Muh.ammad al-‘At.t.∑s, was compiled by ‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n b.
Mu[ammad ‘Irf∑n B∑ Raj∑, a member of a Ia3ram∏ family of B∑ Raj∑. He also
collected the words of ‘Abd All∑h. ‘Alaw∏ b. Mu[ammad al-Iadd∑d also compiled
information about ‘Abd All∑h. Other than the monographs, the life of ‘Abd All∑h
b. Mu[sin is mentioned in ‘Al∏ b. Iusayn al-‘A]]∑s’ T∑j al-A‘r∑s, a two volume
man∑qib of 9∑li[ b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s, another ‘∑lim from the al-‘A]]∑s family.
All of these works are written in Arabic. Although most of them are still in
manuscript form, one can find copies of them at the houses of Ia3ram∏ notables
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both in Southeast Asia and Ia3ramawt. ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s is fairly
well known even in Ia3ramawt.

Literary works about ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin have recently been published in
the Indonesian language. In 2007, two small books on the life, thought, words
(kal∑m), letters, and poems (qaB∏da) of ‘Abd All∑h were published by Hayat
Publishing in Indonesia [Baraja 2007; al-Haddad 2007]. They are abridged transla-
tions of the above-mentioned Arabic works intended for those interested in ‘Abd
All∑h who cannot read Arabic. The audience includes non-Arab Indonesians as well
as those of Arab descent. The books are usually found at street stalls during h.awls
or small bookshops run by s∑da. Circulation of these works is not limited to the
“inner circle”: Gramedia, a major chain bookstore in Indonesia, also sells the
books.17 These publications are part of a recent activities of publishing s∑da works
in Indonesian. It is remarkable when one knows that the Arabic originals remain
handwritten manuscripts. The life story of ‘Abd All∑h is not forgotten, but rather is
being retold in a different language.

5. Presentation of ‘Abd All∑h’s Network in Man∑qib

The life of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s reconstructed above is based mainly on
man∑qib literature. On one hand, it provides us with information on his deep knowl-
edge of religious matters, his pious activities, spiritual development, and the mira-
cles (kar∑m∑t) he performed. On the other hand, it does not answer questions that
historians usually ask about immigrants, such as the reason for migration, means of
subsistence, level of assimilation into the host society, identity, and connection with
the homeland. The literature is embellished by descriptions of miracles and visions,
as has already been shown in the account of his imprisonment. Man∑qib is, after
all, a biography of a laudatory nature and not a factual record of one’s life.

In spite of these drawbacks, the way ‘Abd All∑h’s life is presented in the
man∑qib is worth discussing. What are the characteristics of the network around
‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin? First, the Ia3ram∏ connection is obviously emphasized. For
example, letters sent to ‘Abd All∑h are quoted in the man∑qib. The senders are ‘Al∏
b. Mu[ammad b. Iusayn al-Iabsh∏ of Say’πn, ‘A[mad b. Iasan al-‘A]]∑s of
Iuray3a, Mu[ammad b. J∑hir al-Iadd∑d of Tegal, Mu[ammad b. ‘Aydarπs al-
Iabsh∏, S∑lim b. A[mad al-‘A]]∑s of Johor, Abπ Bakr b. ‘Umar Bin Ya[y∑, ‘Alaw∏
b. ‘Abd All∑h b. J∑lib al-‘A]]∑s, S∑lim b. ‘Alaw∏ b. Saqq∑f al-Jufr∏, H∑shim b. ‘Abd
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17 I saw them being sold at the h.awl of al-Shaykh Abπ Bakr b. S∑lim at Cidodol, Jakarta,
on January 20, 2008. I also purchased copies of the books at Gramedia Matraman in Jakarta.
To what extent these books circulate in major bookstores remains to be investigated. The
main point is that they are available outside the circle of Ia3ram∏ s∑da.



All∑h b. ‘Aq∏l Bin Ya[y∑, Mu[ammad b. A[mad al-Mi[3∑r, Mu[ammad b. 9∑li[
b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s, ‘Umar b. 9∑li[ b. ‘Abd All∑h al-‘A]]∑s, A[mad b. J∑h∑ b.
‘Alaw∏ al-Saqq∑f, and A[mad b. Mu[sin al-Hadd∑r [‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n B∑ Raj∑
n.d.:19–42]. These people were scholars and contemporaries of ‘Abd All∑h b.
Mu[sin. Whether they were in Ia3ramawt or Southeast Asia, all were of Ia3ram∏
origin and moreover were s∑da. Although the author of the man∑qib makes it clear
that they did not constitute all the people with whom ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin
exchanged letters, the lack of correspondence from non-s∑da and people of the host
society is striking.

Furthermore, one notices that many of the key figures in ‘Abd All∑h’s life
were from the al-‘A]]∑s family. After completing his studies of the al-Qur’∑n, for
example, he studied under Abπ Bakr b. ‘Abd All∑h and 9∑li[ b. ‘Abd All∑h, two
prominent scholars from the al-‘A]]∑s family. Even after going to Java, ‘Abd All∑h
was close to A[mad b. Mu[ammad Bin Iamza al-‘A]]∑s, a member of the same
family. This tendency was not confined to the real world alone—those who
appeared in his visions had familial connections too, such as ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-
Ra[m∑n and Iusayn b. ‘Umar al-‘A]]∑s, the eponymous founder of the al-‘A]]∑s
family and his son. In both the spiritual and real worlds, the core of his religious
network consisted of Ia3ram∏s, s∑da, and, above all, members of the al-‘A]]∑s fam-
ily.

6. One of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[[sin al-‘A]]]]∑s’ Marriages and Its Connection with
Johor

As far as the literary works on the life of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s are con-
cerned, the absence of Southeast Asian context is clear. Reading the man∑qibs, one
must have the impression that ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin spent his whole life as if he
were in Ia3ramawt. Does this indicate that ‘Abd All∑h separated himself from non-
Ia3ram∏s? The answer to this question is clearly “no” because the man∑qib itself
says that non-Arabs supported ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin. However, non-Arabs are
treated as faceless masses—their names do not appear in the writings. Outside the
world of writing, though, an interesting story about ‘Abd All∑h’s connection with
the notables of the host societies is orally transmitted. Most descendants of ‘Abd
All∑h b. Mu[sin stayed in Indonesia, but some moved to Malaysia and became
prominent academics. Examples of such figures are Syed Hussein Alatas, a sociol-
ogist and former vice-chancellor of the University of Malaya, and Muhammad
Naquib al-Attas, the founder-director of the International Institute of Islamic
Thought and Civilization (ISTAC). Both are ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin’s grandsons.
They differ from other descendants in terms of education, career, and country of
residence. They are the products of the marriage between ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin
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and a woman in Johor. In this section, I discuss that particular marriage and its sig-
nificance.

The marriage took place in Johor, but the woman was not of local origin. Her
name was Rogayah Hanim and she was said to have come from the Caucasus
region.18 She was probably born between 1860–64, and worked at the Ottoman
court when Abu Bakar b. Ibrahim, the ruler of Johor (r. 1862–86 as Maharaja,
1886–95 as Sultan), visited the sultan in Istanbul. No information about her life at
court is available. In any case, Rogayah and her sister Khadija accompanied Abu
Bakar to Johor. She married three times during her life. Her first husband was
Ungku ‘Abdul Majid, the brother of Abu Bakar, to whom she was married around
1887. Her sister Khadija was married to Abu Bakar [Wan Daud 1998:2]. However,
Ungku ‘Abdul Majid soon died, leaving Rogayah a widow.

‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin was Rogayah’s second husband. This marriage took
place around 1889–90 when ‘Abd All∑h paid a short visit to Johor. He had been in
Southeast Asia for more than twenty years at that point, and likely was already well
known as a religious figure in Java; but in Johor, he was a nameless figure, partic-
ularly at court. The only way why a Ia3ram∏ man could meet a woman at court
was through Ia3ram∏ connections. At that time, Ia3ram∏ s∑da held important
posts in the religious administration of Johor.19 S∑lim b. A[mad al-‘A]]∑s (d. 1899)
was one such person from the al-‘A]]∑s family. S∑lim was born in Iuray3a,
Ia3ramawt and, after studying in the Hijaz and Egypt, became a teacher in Mecca.
Later in his life, he went to Johor and held the position of grand muft∏ during the
reign of Abu Bakar b. Ibrahim. Indeed, there was a friendship between S∑lim and
‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin.20 Here again, the connection of the al-‘A]]∑s family is
observed. According to one version of the story, ‘Abd All∑h came to know about
Rogayah Hanim, and asked S∑lim to arrange a marriage with her. At first, S∑lim
was reluctant because he thought ‘Abd All∑h and Rogayah were not at all compat-
ible. However, ‘Abd All∑h insisted on proposing. To S∑lim’s surprise, she accept-
ed [Iasan b. Mu[ammad b. S∑lim al-‘A]]∑s, pers. comm.].

The marriage between ‘Abd All∑h and Rogayah only lasted a short while.
‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin soon returned to Bogor, but his wife refused to leave the
country. However, Rogayah gave birth to ‘Abd All∑h’s son ‘Al∏ in 1891/2 (1309
A.H.).21 It is said that the Sultan Abu Bakar, being outside the country at the time
of the marriage, was not happy with the sequence of events. Soon after the second
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18 Rogayah Hanim’s story is based on Ungku Shafik [1996], Zayd b. ‘Al∏ b. ‘Abd All∑h al-
‘A]]∑s [pers. comm., 13 Feb. 2000, Kuala Lumpur], and Iasan b. Mu[ammad b. S∑lim al-
‘A]]∑s [pers. comm.], unless stated otherwise.
19 For the role of Ia3ram∏s in Johor, see Othman [1997:89–90].
20 S∑lim b. A[mad al-‘A]]∑s and ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin exchanged letters [‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n
B∑ Raj∑ n.d.:35–36].
21 His year of birth is based on ‘Al∏ al-Saqq∑f [1352 A.H.].



marriage, Rogayah was married to her third husband, Datuk Ja’afar Haji Mohamed,
the first Menteri Besar (chief minister) of the Johor Sultanate during the reign of
Sultan Ibrahim b. Abu Bakar. Rogayah had ten children altogether, two from the
first marriage, one from the second, and seven from the third. She died in 1904.

The three marriages of Rogayah Hanim meant that a Ia3ram∏ s∑da family,
the Malay royal house, and the Malay political elite became related by blood. Is this
a true story or a typical embellishment of the life of a departed wal∏? There is some
outside evidence of this marriage in a British document of the era. W. H. Ingrams,
who served as a resident advisor in the Eastern Aden Protectorate after 1937, wrote
in his report of a tour to Malaya and Java that he was on the same ship with ‘Al∏
al-‘A]]∑s who was the “stepbrother of Ungku ‘Abdul ‘Aziz, the prime minister of
Johore” when traveling to Batavia from Singapore [Ingrams 1939:108]. Ungku
Abdul Aziz was Rogayah Hanim’s son from her first marriage, and ‘Al∏ was the
son of Rogayah and ‘Abd All∑h. The account indicates that there was a blood rela-
tionship between ‘Al∏ b. ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s and Ungku Abdul Aziz,
who was well known among the upper class at that time.

To what extent Rogayah Hanim’s marriages influenced the careers of her
descendants has not yet been investigated, but those most affected by the relation-
ship seem to be her descendants from the al-‘A]]∑s line. As stated above, the lives
of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s and Rogayah Hanim’s descendants differ from
other descendants of ‘Abd All∑h’s in that they received higher education in Western
countries and became prominent academics. Before discussing their careers, let us
examine the life of ‘Al∏, the son of ‘Abd All∑h and Rogayah. He was born in Johor
and stayed there while his father was in Bogor. There is no information on how ‘Al∏
was raised in Johor, but he probably received a modern education. When ‘Al∏ was
around seventeen years old, he went to Bogor to live with his father. ‘Al∏’s con-
nection to Johor did not end with his migration to Java. His children were sent to
Johor to be educated. Let us examine the case of Muhammad-Naquib al-Attas,
‘Al∏’s second son.22 He was born in 1931 in Bogor, the residence of his grandfa-
ther, but was sent to Johor to receive his primary education. Muhammad-Naquib
stayed in the house of his uncle Ahmad, a son of Datuk Ja’afar and Rogayah
Hanim. His study in Johor was interrupted by the Japanese occupation of Southeast
Asia (1941–45), during which time he stayed with his father who owned a tea plan-
tation in Sukabumi, Java. After the war, he continued his studies in Johor and stayed
in the house of Ungku Abdul Aziz, another uncle and son of Ungku Abdul Majid,
Rogayah Hanim’s first husband. There, he had access to his uncle’s private library
and read Malay manuscripts and Western classics in English. After Ungku Abdul
Aziz’s retirement, Muhammad-Naquib moved to the house of another uncle, Datuk
Onn (1895–1962), the chief minister of the Johor Sultanate and the founder of the
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United Malay National Organization (UMNO). Datuk Onn was impressed with
Muhammad-Naquib’s artistic ability and requested him to design the official flag
of UMNO. Later, Muhammad-Naquib continued his education at McGill University
in Montreal, Canada. In 1965, he obtained a Ph.D. from the School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of London, by submitting a two-volume dissertation on
Hamza Fansuri, one of the most famous Bπf∏ scholars in the Malay world. In 1987,
he founded the International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization (ISTAC)
in Kuala Lumpur.

Syed Hussein Alatas, the elder brother of Syed Muhammad-Naquib al-Attas,
also studied in Johor while living with Datuk Onn. Alatas continued his studies in
the Netherlands where he obtained a Ph.D. from the University of Amsterdam.
After teaching at the National University of Singapore, he moved to Kuala Lumpur
where he eventually became the vice-chancellor of the University of Malaya. In
addition to being an academic, Alatas was also active in Malaysian politics. In 1968,
he founded the political party Gerakan, along with other notables [Syed Hussein
Alatas, pers. comm., 7 Feb. 2000, Kuala Lumpur]. The tradition of receiving a
Western education did not stop with that generation—their children also studied at
Western universities. The scholarly tradition of this branch of the al-‘A]]∑s family
continues today.

The careers and education of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s descendants
through Rogayah Hanim are in clear contrast to those of his other descendants. His
other sons, namely Mu[sin, Zayn, Iusayn, and A[mad, studied in Iuray3a,
Ia3ramawt, in accordance with their father’s will. The first three sons took up the
duties of maintaining their father’s tomb and organizing the h.awl. Another son,
A[mad, was a trader who moved back and forth between Semarang and Bogor until
his death [al-‘A]]∑s 1979, 2:52–55]. The career pattern of these four sons is typical
of the descendants of Ia3ram∏ immigrants. On the other hand, Syed Hussein Alatas
and Syed Muhammad-Naquib al-Attas are the only ones among the descendants of
the al-‘A]]∑s wal∏s in Southeast Asia who acquired international reputation as schol-
ars.23 There is no question that the learning environment provided by their uncles
in Johor had a decisive impact on their careers. They are currently based not in their
birthplace of Indonesia, but in Malaysia, where they received their primary and sec-
ondary education. This shows how important the blood relationship through
Rogayah Hanim was for the descendants of ‘Abd Allah b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s, in
terms of their careers.

What should be discussed here is the reason why this story, famous among
people who know of ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin, is not written down. The absence of
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23 Another son of ‘Al∏ b. ‘Abd All∑h b. Muh.sin al-‘A]]∑s, Zayn b. ‘Al∏, is a chemical engi-
neer and a former lecturer at the MARA Institute of Technology [Wan Daud 1998:2]. This
son now lives in Kuala Lumpur.



this story in the man∑qibs can be partially explained by the time in which they were
written. The most detailed man∑qib, Ghan∏mat al-Aky∑s was written before the
impact of the above marriage became well-known. People in Bogor probably did
not know the situation in Johor at that time. However, T∑j al-A‘r∑s, a man∑qib writ-
ten as late as 1979, does not mention ‘Al∏, the son of ‘Abd All∑h and Rogayah,
although it mentions other sons who stayed in Indonesia [al-‘A]]∑s 1979].24 The rea-
son for this can be found in the characteristic of his man∑qibs. They were written
in Arabic, and potential readers were Ia3ram∏s. The authors of these man∑qibs,
‘Abd al-Ra[m∑n B∑ Raj∑ and ‘Al∏ b. Iusayn al-‘A]]∑s were religious scholars born
in Ia3ramawt. Their main interest must have been ‘Abd All∑h’s life related to
Ia3ramawt and/or his spiritual path. On the other hand, no biography of ‘Abd
All∑h has been written with a Southeast Asian context. Those available in
Indonesian are abridged translations of Arabic originals. As far as the world pre-
sented in these literary works is concerned, ‘Abd All∑h b. Mu[sin remained in
Ia3ramawt or at least in Ia3ram∏ community.

Concluding Remarks

It is remarkable that an immigrant established himself as a religious figure in his
host society, and that both his achievements and those of his descendants are
remembered today. In addition to his character and knowledge, what contributed to
his prominence was the network of important figures surrounding him and his
descendants. Based on what was learned from the man∑qibs, however, the key peo-
ple in the network were in most cases Ia3ram∏s, especially the members of the al-
‘A]]∑s family. It is generally accepted that the family network played a very impor-
tant role in the migration of Ia3ram∏s and their activities in host societies. The dis-
cussion in this chapter shows that, even in a religious figure’s spiritual path,
Ia3ram∏ ties in general and family ties in particular are highly visible.

On the other hand, the lack of a Southeast Asian context in the literature is
striking, even though interesting stories are orally transmitted. As has already been
discussed, it can be explained by the authors’ interests, prospective readers and the
time the literary works were written. However, it is true that an attempt to write
from new perspectives has not yet been made—recently published works on ‘Abd
All∑h b. Mu[sin al-‘A]]∑s in Indonesian are translations of old Arabic works. The
way ‘Abd All∑h is portrayed in existing biographical works and the absence of his
biographical details relating to Southeast Asia show that writing about the life of a
wal∏ or a prominent religious figure remains a Ia3ram∏ phenomenon.
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to another Ia3ram∏ wal∏, and ‘Abd All∑h’s life story constitutes just a part of that work.
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